
 

Release Notes for Sportzware Central version 6.4 
 
As with any new release of Sportzware Central, these updates are a combination of enhancements to 
the application to make it more effective, efficient and user friendly.  At the same time we have 
addressed the majority of bugs that were present in the version 6.3, making this release more stable 
and user friendly.   
 
This release will not have any major effects on the software or on any association’s databases; it is a 
collection of smaller improvements and bug fixes. 
 

Enhancements 

1. Importing a fixture should now give the option to create a new competition where the 
competition name doesn't exist. It will create all teams, and add any new venues that don't 
already exist in the process. 

 

2. Sportzware Online Results for Rugby League is now available. 
 

3. The member player history tab will now show game history where the player was on a permit 
which has expired.  It will show that the player was on permit and the permit expiry date 
where this is the case. 

 

4. Online grouping of uploaded competitions using the competition screen feature.  If ‘days 
played’ are selected, then this becomes a subgroup within the online group. 

 

5. Online clearances imported into SWC should now display correctly both in SWC and on the 
competition upload. 

 

6. The statistics section now has an extra upload to web feature, which means that the user can 
select to keep certain stats in SWC without uploading them.  Red and Yellow cards for soccer 
is an example of where this might be used. 

 

7. Teams assigned to an Umpire/Referee Roster through the Match/Game Official Allocation 
function will now display on the web after a competition upload.  Previously only officials 
would display on this roster. 

 

8. The upload to web can be found in the stats profile also and should apply downwards to any 
comp that the profile is applied to.  

 

Bug Fixes  

 
1. Filtering and sorting by some fields in the member grid failed to work correctly and has been 

resolved. 
 

2. When the number of venues became too great, the list in Edit Fixture became unreadably 
long and this has now become more manageable. 

 

3. The user is now able to add a round to a fixture where all games are complete. 
 

4. An error in adding new match official payments has now been fixed. 
 

5. Bye/Home game repair came up with an error when used on Finals matches. 
 

6. Eye colour came up as the heading when adding a zone. 
 

7. A bug with adding a new security level has been resolved. 



 
 

8. The time format changing to US format after starting a new database (when AUS format was 
the default setting applied) has been fixed. 

 

9. Deleted venues were being displayed in the fixture grid. 
 

10. Adding a new voting system was causing an error.  

 
 

Technical Support 

 
Should you have any queries or encounter any problems please feel free to contact our Customer 
Support Desk on: 
 
Phone:   1300 139 970 
Email:   support@sportingpulse.com 


